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Introduction

• What is the distribu-ve impact of environmental policies?
• Economic instruments are o8en regressive
• Low carbon transi-on: the becoming of electricity 
• Adop-ng the viewpoint of households who use electricity
• Crossing social and energy issues leads straight to the energy poverty 

issue
• 21.7% of households in Belgium 

• Many discussions about current and future electricity tariffs
à What are the possible socio-economic impacts of future electricity 
tariffs? 
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Households

• Household: people + equipment
• People:
• Not generally interested in energy
• Many constraints: children, presence/absence
• Energy is not used for its own sake, but is an ingredient in the 

accomplishment of social practices: energy consumption is the result of what 
people do.

àBehaviourist model based on price signal do not work well
àUsers rather than consumers

• Equipment:
• Electrical heating, boilers, electrical vehicle…
• PV

• Many wrong or stereotyped representations of households
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Active or passive users? 
European Commission: an active consumer is a 
consumer who regularly changes provider.
But the ten most expensive products for 
households still represent very large market shares 
in Flanders and Wallonia: 66% and 50% for 
electricity; 47% and 54% for gas (CREG 2017). 



Energy bills (gas + electricity) of 
Belgian households by income 
decile

Credit: X. May with SILC 2017 

Equivalent scale for standardised deciles:
• 1 for the head of the household/first adult 
• 0.5 for the other adults and all other members 

above 14 years old included 
• 0.3 for all children aged under 14 years old 
(=consumption units)

Caution: each decile is an average and hides 
extremely varied situations.

Non standardised income deciles

Standardised income deciles



Future electricity tariffs

• Capacity (or network or grid-fee)
• Complex time-of-use or peak pricing
• Real time pricing (with smart meters)
• Demand response (with smart appliances)
• What about protected consumers and social tariffs?



VREG triggered a debate
on capacity tariffs

• Capacity tariff: 
– Fixed part
– Proportional to the meter power



Current situa?on • 3 tariff components:
• Fixed
• Capacity
• Volume 

• Belgian today: mainly energy 
(no capacity term)
• Favourable to distributed 

installations (with injection)
• Incentive to energy efficiency 
• Distributional issue: prosumers 

cause problems and don’t pay 
their grid use share (but it’s 
changing)
• DSO difficulties: decrease of 

paid kWh, while should invest in 
infrastructures
• Social tariffs: based on the 

lower market price



100% capacity

• Incentive for limiting peaks 
• Ensured revenues for DSOs 

(fixed share)
• Providers should take a part 

of the fixed share
• Low incentive for 

distributed installations 
(except if elec is used in 
Summer)
• Favourable to households 

who can spread their 
consumption along the day
• Unfavourable for elec 

heating (social housing?, 
heat pump)



Real-time pricing
• Electricity price varies each 15 minutes
• Providers pass the risk on to their customers
• Clean energy package: will not be compulsory but should be allowed
• Will probably be adopted only by households with home automation 
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Source: Institute for Energy and the Environment, 2011 Faruqui, A., 2010. Pricing Policy OpIons for Smart 
Grid Development



Ideal situation with social justice

§ Ensured revenues for 
DSOs (fixed share) and 
thus for investments in 
infrastructures. Consider 
it as a common? 

§ Maintain incentives for 
distributed production, 
energy efficiency and 
smart grids

§ Correction of inequalities 
and asymmetries 



Simulated bills (€) 
for various households and tariffs
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Lu and Waddams Price, report for BEUC, 2019 



People with electrical heating (€/eq.decile)
9% of Belgian households (SILC 2017)
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Conclusions
• Poor data to go beyond simulations
• Risk of divergence between households:

- Rich with PV and/or electrical vehicles
- Poor with more costs 

àPossible increase of fuel poverty

• Distributional justice: fair costs and benefits. Consider energy 
infrastructures as common goods? (Combined with carbon tax and 
redistribution)
• Recognition: dedicated policies for poor households (e.g. lower social 

tariffs)
• Procedural justice: poverty and exclusion associations have a listened 

voice 


